During caries removal, the 405 nm (UV) LED light causes caries to fluoresce orange/red and healthy tooth light green.

Dentist removes only orange/red caries, minimizing the removal of healthy tooth (minimally invasive).

When all orange/red decayed tissue is removed, preparation is complete and no need to change instruments which substantially reduces chair time.

F.A.C.E. (Fluorescence Aided Caries Excavation) is more accurate at identifying remaining decay than alternative methods, minimizing the risk of reinfection.

Fluoresce also dramatically accentuates visual differences between tooth and restorative materials (i.e. resins, cements, etc.) further minimizing the removal of healthy tooth and saving chair time.

**FLUORESCE™ HD**

- Exceptional cutting power (standard: 20 W, mini: 18 W)
- DynamicPrecision™ balancing for whisper quiet operation (standard head 59.9 dBA)
- SteelGrip™ push button chucking system for long lasting bur retention and cutting precision.
- Solid rod cellular optics for bright, long lasting illumination (optional).
- KaVo MULTIflex™ compatible 360° swivel and quick disconnect.
- Stainless steel construction with non-slip TactiSense™ grip.
- Long life precision ceramic bearings.

**NEW!**

**FLUORESCE™ HD Provides Clear Visual Differentiation Of Remaining Caries Vs. Healthy Tissue.**

**NEW!**

**LEGACY 5 TURBINES: BREAKTHROUGH 5 YEAR WARRANTY**

**LEGACY 5** Highspeeds have the Features and Performance you Need

- Exceptional cutting power (standard: 20 W, mini: 18 W)
- DynamicPrecision™ balancing for whisper quiet operation (standard head 59.9 dBA)
- SteelGrip™ push button chucking system for long lasting bur retention and cutting precision.
- Solid rod cellular optics for bright, long lasting illumination (optional).
- KaVo MULTIflex™ compatible 360° swivel and quick disconnect.
- Stainless steel construction with non-slip TactiSense™ grip.
- Long life precision ceramic bearings.

**SEEKING INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS**

Contact Christian Godoy: cgodoy@laresdental.com
Mobile: 1-530-717-3145   www.laresdental.com

*KaVo and MULTIflex are trademarks of KaVo Dental GmbH*